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Welcome
TO STEPHENSON (MK) TRUST

MICHAEL MANLEY
Chair for Stephenson (MK) Trust | chair.trust@stephenson.org.uk

The academies are at the forefront of
developments in such areas as therapeutic care,
curriculum developments and working with parents for the good of the children.
Stephenson (MK) Trust was founded in April 2012. Stephenson Academy, an SEMH academy in Milton Keynes, was the first sponsored special
school academy in the country and the sponsors are St Paul’s Catholic School in Milton Keynes and SERCO.
Stephenson (MK) Trust became a Multi Academy Trust with the Trust taking responsibility for Bridge Academy in October 2013. Bridge Academy
is the Alternative Provision for secondary age students in Milton Keynes.
The outcomes for both academies place them in the upper reaches of their peers in the country whether for examination outcomes, attendance
or exclusions.
The academies are at the forefront of developments in such areas as therapeutic care, curriculum developments and working with parents for
the good of the children.
Stephenson (MK) Trust aims to continue to work closely with Milton Keynes Local Authority, other neighbouring Local Authorities, special
schools in Milton Keynes, mainstream secondary schools and those interested in the good of the Trust and its work for the benefit of those
that the Trust serves.
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Executive Principal
DR NEIL BARRETT
Stephenson (MK) Trust | neil.barrett@stephensonacademy.org.uk | 01908 889400

We have specialist teaching staff
in all core areas of the curriculum
plus vocational subjects.
All our centres cater for both male and female students. The vast
majority of our students come from Milton Keynes but we do have a
small number of students from neighbouring Local Authorities.
We have specialist teaching staff in all core areas of the curriculum plus
vocational subjects. In 2012-13 over £2m was spent on refurbishing
the main school and since then we have put in place a bespoke motor
vehicle facility and a hair and beauty salon with treatment rooms,
costing in the region of £300k, that model real workplaces and show
our commitment to vocational learning. We have adopted a pathways
approach to the curriculum so that student’s interests and abilities
are catered for in a wide range of ways.
Our focus on teaching and learning is supported by strong therapeutic
inputs from a staff group that include a range of Psychological
Therapists and Family Support Staff. This is important also given
the changes in SEN categorisations with the move towards Social,
Emotional and Mental Health. Our therapeutic team works across all
our settings and we believe it is important that therapists are on hand
at our sites to support where needed. At its most recent inspection in
late 2018 Stephenson Academy was judged to be good in all areas by
Ofsted.
In September 2019, we opened a new post 16 centre. Based in a new
state of the art building, costing over £1m, this centre caters for up to
40 young people aged 16-19 and is very much focussed on supporting
our young people to be successful in the next stages in their lives, be
that further study or the world of work.
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Head of School
DR MARIE RAMSAY

Stephenson (MK) Trust | marie.ramsay@stephensonacademy.org.uk | 01908 889400

The support they receive
enables them to gain skills,
values and attitudes necessary for
transition to adulthood.
Stephenson Academy is a special school for young people with
Social, Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH) needs. All the students
who attend the academy have an Education, Health and Care Plan
(EHCP) with an identified primary need of SEMH.

The Academy supports 75 students between the ages of 1116, Years 7-11 and is regularly over-subscribed. The majority of
students come from the local area but we also accept students
from neighbouring local authorities. Applications can be made
direct to the Academy by any Local Authority. Families are
Many of our students have experienced failure in a previous welcome to visit to have a look at what we can offer by contacting
mainstream educational setting having exhibited challenging the Academy directly.
behaviour due to their significant emotional, social, behavioural
and educational needs. Almost all students have low self-esteem
on entry and many have been excluded with some not receiving any
formal full time education for months at a time. The Academy’s
culture enables students to ‘have a go’ at learning without fear
of failure. On the whole Stephenson Academy helps all students
overcome some significant barriers associated with their specific
needs. They make great progress and have a fulfilled school life and
the support they receive enables them to gain skills, values and
attitudes necessary for transition to adulthood.
On entry the majority of students’ attainment levels are below that
of their mainstream peers. Many of the young people who attend the
Academy have additional social and communication needs, with or
without a diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Children
Looked After are a significant proportion of the Academy community.
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Teaching and Learning
The aim of the curriculum on offer at the Academy is to
encourage, inspire and engage students in learning.
Teaching and learning is at the heart of what we do here at
Stephenson Academy and so, using the Ofsted framework and the
SEND Graduated Approach, our curriculum map ensures learning
pathways have an appropriate educational balance between
academic, vocational, social and emotional well-being and are
personalised to meet students’ individual needs and aspirations.

to reflect on their own progress, in subject areas as well as
personally, socially and emotionally.

The aim of the curriculum offer at the Academy is to encourage,
inspire and engage students in learning so that, through innovative
and personalised timetables, students can achieve success that
they are proud of, are prepared for their next stage of education,
training or employment and ready to play a positive, active role as a
citizen in the wider community and society.

Stephenson Academy offers a continuum of provision that has
a pathways approach to reflect the needs of its learners: In Year
7 students follow a Nurture based curriculum, which is then
consolidated in Year 8 with a Foundation based curriculum, all
focusing on building confidence in literacy

We are extremely ambitious for our students and so the breadth of
the curriculum we offer enables all students to leave the Academy
with at least five GCSEs, or equivalent, qualifications, most of
whom will gain considerably more depending on their chosen
pathway. There are well equipped, specialist vocational teaching
areas and courses have external accreditation, including GCSE,
BTEC, ABC and NCFE.
We foster and facilitate a multi-sensory approach to teaching and
learning, enabling students to access learning and engage with
abstract concepts in more concrete ways, ‘chunking’ tasks into
manageable, achievable steps. Students are assessed through
a variety of formative and summative methods, and feedback is
focused on identifying their success and what steps need to be
taken to make progress. Students are given regular opportunities
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The range of subjects studied also allows students to access a wide
range of options at Post 16, both at the Academy and alternative
post 16 providers.

Formal qualifications in a range of option choices, supporting
their development as resilient learners and encouraging more
independence and ownership of learning.
In Year 9, the focus is on securing knowledge and understanding outside the classroom lessons, such as Forest Schools. Off-site
across the broad range of subjects they have explored in Key Stage learning activities are integral to the curriculum offer at the Academy:
3 and building confidence around their achievements.
students regularly take part in many subject curriculum trips ranging
from STEM activities, to trips to the History and Science Museums in
In Years 10 and 11, alongside the core curriculum students work London, and theatre trips. These are very popular and students enjoy
towards formal qualifications in a range of option choices, being able to consolidate and apply the learning that takes place
supporting their development as resilient learners and encouraging inside the classroom.
more independence and ownership of learning, alongside
programmes of support in key life skills to better prepare them Enrichment is offered weekly to all students and the programme
for adult life. Some of the option choices include; Performing Arts, is designed for students to enjoy, but also build new skills and
Motor Vehicle, Media, Construction, Hair and Beauty, Art, Animal confidence in new areas within, and outside of, the core curriculum.
Husbandry.
Activities include model making, team sports, music, film studies
and design & animation. There are also weekly after school clubs that
PSHCE is central to the curriculum at Stephenson Academy. All students take part in, from racing cars to cooking and basketball,
year groups take part on a core programme that not only enables giving students further opportunities to develop skills in the areas
them to build confidence, secure social and emotional regulation, they enjoy.
better self-awareness and self-esteem and well-being. The
PSHCE curriculum is also an opportunity to develop life skills in In the summer term, every student has the opportunity to take part
Swimming, First Aid, Enterprise activities and access to work in a residential trip, with destinations including Centre Parcs at
different locations across the United Kingdom and abroad in Spain,
France and Italy. These trips are successful and are such a valuable
part of developing students’ confidence, social skills and knowledge
and understanding of the world around them.
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Therapeutic Team
As a Trust we are in a unique
position to promote well-being
and good mental health.

INDIVIDUAL
We have experienced Psychologists and Therapists able to offer
recommended interventions at a family, group and individual level, and
to manage risk.

There are a range of available Group Work interventions: social interaction
skills; language and communication skills; managing exam stress and
anxiety management. Other group interventions are available dependent
on need.
The Trust has its own specialist multi-disciplinary therapeutic team which is

able to support students and families with a range of issues, either on a one off
or regular basis. The team consists of Psychologists, Therapists, Counsellors,
Social Worker, Family Support Workers, and Assistant Psychologists. They
work with and support many families and take a pro-active response, often
resulting in a crisis or incident being avoided. Therapeutic staff take an active
role in this, often working outside the physical boundaries of the Academy. All
students and families have access to these qualified therapeutic and family
support staff. Families are welcome to request support by contacting the form
tutor or the therapeutic staff directly.

SCHOOL
We focus on positive behaviour and group interventions,
combining instructional strategies with behavioural management.
We use Learning Mentors to support timetabled and targeted interventions
in relation to social skills, emotional regulation and anxiety management. We
enhance the PSHE curriculum to include emotional intelligence. We value staff
training and professional development to ensure staff knowledge and skills
are updated and supported.

The team are qualified professionals able to provide a range of interventions at
a number of levels, including:
• direct work with young people
• systemic interventions with families
• advice and training
• joint work with other agencies
As a Trust we are in a unique position to promote well-being and good mental
health and we think it is important to create an environment that encourages
well-being and resilience and have developed therapeutic provision as a key
part of this.
We have a house on the Stephenson Academy site as a ‘therapeutic’ area, with
bookable space. It has a networked hot desk admin area, a family focused room,
art space with blackout blinds (photography), a group room, 1:1/2:1 space. We
have therapeutic rooms across all the Trust sites appropriate for confidential
conversations. We provide an on call service throughout the week for students
or staff and an accessible purpose built ‘Hub’ to support this.
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The therapeutic department offer supervision and advice for
existing staff to discuss students. We operate an on
call service for students and staff across the
week.

FAMILY
We also offer family interventions, which provides
effective help at a family level for a range of difficulties. Staff are
experienced in mobilising the resources of families that have reached
an impasse.
We are able to provide recommended interventions at the family and individual
level, and to manage risk.
We have Family Support Workers whose role is to support families
with more day to day issues.

Behaviour Management Procedures
We believe in three strands to supporting students in
improving their behaviour.
1. Prevention
Some of our Preventative measures are:
Pathways
Approach

Staff
Ratio

Restorative
Approach

2. Rewards
All rewards are considered by the staff group and the Student Council
and they include:
· Reward Points and Merits collected daily
· Weekly success assemblies where staff decide on Student of the
Week and Most Improved as well as the ‘Stephenson Recognition
Award’
· Every half term there are three tiered reward trips (bronze, silver,
gold) with examples ranging from the cinema to a theme park.

3. Sanctions
No sanction is applied without discussion with students as to why they
received the sanction and what they can do to avoid future sanctions.
The behaviour is levelled according to seriousness and response. It
is impossible to legislate for every situation as antecedents vary and
the personal circumstances of the students can have a significant
bearing on the decision.
The Academy has a list of behaviours and potential sanctions linked
to the severity of the behaviour, which range from Level 1 to Level 4,
which are the most serious.

Staff/Student
Relationships

Behaviour
Ladder

Behaviour Ladder

Reflection
Room

Level 4

•Damage over £100
•Assault on staff or pupil
•Sexual assault
•Selling drugs
•Possession of drugs
•Intoxication - legal or illegal drugs
•Persistent threat – student
•Persistent threat – staff
•Smoking inside
•Racial abuse/extreme sexual language

Level 3

•Fighting
•Bullying
•Reckless behaviour leading to minor injury
•Intentional damage to property £10-99
•Verbal abuse to staff
•Persistent lesson refusal
•Persistent leaving lesson
•Racial/sexist comments
•Theft
•Mobile phone
•Leaving site
•Setting off fire alarm
•Single threat – student
•Single threat – staff
•Incomplete detention
•Reckless behaviour
•Smoking

Level 2

•Persistently ignoring staff requests
•Persistent disruption
•Refusing lesson
•Leaving lesson
•Play fighting
•Damage under £10 including minor graffiti

Level 1

•Lack of work
•Persistent talking
•Lateness
•Name calling
•Occasional disruption to class
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Inclusion
With clear expectations and consistently applied boundaries we can
help the students in our care reach their full potential.
Stephenson Academy believe that all students are individual; however, their needs arise through a combination of factors related to social,
emotional or mental health issues. By addressing these issues and creating a community with clear expectations and consistently applied
boundaries we can help the students in our care reach their full potential.

Long-Term Change at Stephenson Academy
We recognise that long-term behaviour change by definition takes time. We accept that students will, at times, be unsuccessful in the
short term but we will continue to encourage and coach our students to long-term success.

SEN (Special Educational Needs)
We have Learning Mentors to support students to improve their skills in a range of areas. For example literacy, numeracy, speech and
language and social skills. We also have weekly visits from a speech and language therapist.
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Inclusion Unit
We provide opportunities for students to learn alternative
strategies and help students to rebuild positive relationships
with peers and staff.
We have a dedicated on-site self-contained Inclusion Unit with work areas designed to support your child to refocus and reflect on
their behaviour and education, and to prevent the disruption to the learning of others. It provides opportunities for students to learn
alternative strategies and helps students to rebuild positive relationships with peers and staff.

Inclusion Mentors
There is a small team of Inclusion Mentors who support the smooth running of the school during the day. They focus on supporting
the students to reflect on their decisions. The site has CCTV cameras internally and externally, the former with sound. These provide a
useful tool for behaviour management throughout the day and for education.

The Nest
The Nest is a smaller classroom, offered for one school term. The objective being a space where your child can explore their emotions
to help them feel secure and where the classroom is a place for them to thrive. The class will be led by a member of staff who is
a specialist in supporting students that require a more nurturing ethos. We also have a Therapy team supporting alongside which
comprises of Psychologists, Art Therapists, a Psychodynamic Therapist and a Forensic Psychologist.
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Stephenson Trust Post 16 Centre

Head of School
HELEN SHAPTER WHEELER

Academic, social and emotional needs are
met to enable our young people to make a
successful transition to adulthood.
Stephenson Trust Post 16 Centre welcomed its first cohort in
September 2019. We provide ongoing education to Post 16 students
within the Trust from both Bridge and Stephenson Academies.
Students have to complete an application form and undergo an
interview, as they would at a mainstream school. This takes place
in the Spring term but students can also make later applications
and use Stephenson Trust as a ‘Plan B’ in case mainstream college
does not turn out to be the right choice for them.
Our mission is to provide our students with an opportunity to
upskill their academic levels and build their confidence in a small
and supportive environment.
We have 40 places for students, mostly for Year 12 – we only cater
for Level 1 and 2 qualifications, so the Post 16 Centre works as a
‘retake’ year in which students are also expected to complete work
experience and will have support with careers and next steps to
plan their way forward.
A small number of students stay in Year 13, generally these
students stay on, as they have not been able to fully participate in
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the Year 12 programme, due to medical and mental health issues or
Social and Emotional needs.
Our passion for holistic education underpins the work we do, as it
does across Stephenson Trust as a whole. Academic, social and
emotional needs are met to enable our young people to make a
successful transition to adulthood.

Teaching and Learning
Our aim is to help students find an extended work experience
placement to enhance their studies and help them get ready for
adult life and the working world beyond the classroom.
Stephenson Academy students who decide to stay on at Stephenson
Trust Post 16 Centre will have a variety of needs in terms of ongoing
education. Our aim is to provide a personalised curriculum, to
ensure we meet their needs both academically, and to support their
onward pathways. Our aim is to help students find an extended work
experience placement to enhance their studies and help them get
ready for adult life and the working world beyond the classroom.
The Post 16 Centre is well equipped, with five spacious teaching
rooms, a therapeutic room, an intervention room and a Common
Room for the use of students to study and relax. The Vocational rooms
and Art room are shared facilities with Bridge Academy Central, the
Key Stage 4 provision, adjacent to the Post 16 site.
The main teaching programme is between Tuesday and Thursday – 6
lessons each day. Mondays or Fridays are used for work experience.

Therapeutic Support
Each Centre has a Link Therapist who visits weekly and can discuss
referrals as well as advise the Centre Lead on possible group work and
also be available for an emergency drop in session with students. If
students were regularly seeing a member of the Therapeutic team before
their transition to Stephenson Trust Post 16 Centre, this may continue.
We use the same referral process as Stephenson Academy.
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Progress and Assessment
The aim is to enhance career prospects and engage our students and empower
them to take responsibility for their own learning and their next steps.
Students at Stephenson Trust Post 16 centre are assessed regularly to check on progress and development; there are both informal
and formal methods of assessment at various points through the year. This will include formal mock examinations to help prepare
students for their exams in the summer term. Tutorials for the students to have 1:1 time with their tutors take place alongside the usual
Parents’ evenings and Annual Reviews of Education, Health and Care Plans.

Inclusion and Behaviour
The aim for Stephenson Trust Post 16 Centre is to encourage students to make the most of the adult, work-oriented environment. Students
experiencing any difficulties are supported by their tutors and encouraged to talk through issues and use restorative meetings to agree on a
positive way forward.
The Centre’s Code of Conduct assists students to behave in a way that shows respect for themselves and an awareness of their responsibility to
other people in the Centre.

Curriculum
Following government guidelines, those students who have
not yet achieved a grade 4 in English and Maths, will continue
to study these subjects. Alongside English and Maths, our
core subjects incorporate PSHE and Personal Finance. These
subjects will enhance the education and awareness in students
of lifelong issues such as healthy relationships, expectations in
the workplace and how to budget and deal with money on a dayto-day basis. The options offered can add to a more traditional
set of qualifications gained at Key stage 4, or follow a vocational
route. The aim is to enhance career prospects and engage our
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students and empower them to take responsibility for their own
learning and their next steps.

Student Voice
Students will be expected to take part in extended work experience placements, which will
enhance their CV and enable them to have a realistic understanding of the world of work.
Each tutor group can vote for representatives from their form to sit on the Student Council. This is facilitated by a member of staff within
the Post 16 Staff team. Requests and suggestions from the Council are sent to the Head of Centre for approval.

Code of Conduct Work Experience
Be ready to learn
Be respectful of the sixth form community and our resources
Be safe

Core

Students will be expected to take part in extended work experience
placements, which will enhance their CV and enable them to have
a realistic understanding of the world of work, in a supportive
environment. Students may wish to use a family member or friend

Options

Studied by all unless a student has achieved a grade 4 or above
in English Language and/or Maths.

Two of the following is suggested. Some students may take a
double in a vocational and have private study if they need extra
time on literacy & numeracy:

AQA English GCSE, Pearson Maths GCSE, Institute of Finance
level 1 or 2 in Personal Finance, PSHE – which may lead to level 1
qualifications in a variety of areas, linked to employability.

Art, Construction, Hair and Beauty, Health and Social Care, Motor
Vehicles, Media Studies, Sport Studies.
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